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Diffraction of long period Rayleigh waves by a slab'
effects of mode coupling
Philippe Lognonn• and Eric C16v6d6
Dept. de Sismologie,URA 195, Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris, France

seismic waves, can then be considered as mandatory
for the elaboration of a new generation of tomographic

Abstract. We compute seismogramsof the fundamental Rayleigh waves propagating through a slab structure, with either a lateral variation in seismic velocities, or in attenuation. At periods of 100 sec, we show
that the phase delay is strongly reduced by the surface
wavesFresnel zone, and that coupling must be consideredfar alongthe dispersionbranch, up to at leastœ-•25.
Limiting the couplingto fewer modesproducesa signal
associatedto a ghost structure at the antipode of the
slab. We also show that the amplitude perturbations
producedby the diffraction and the attenuation of the
slab are comparable in size.
Future waveform studies, especially those associatedto
global waveform inversions,must then carefully con-

model of the Earth

with

increased

resolution.

In this

paper we test the efficiencyof the higher order pertur-

bationtheory,[LognonnY,
1991], to computewaveforms
propagating through small scalestructures.

Model and Theory
We use a slab model, superimposedon an elliptical

Earth (Figure 1). The slab has first a 2% increaseof
shear and bulk moduli, from the surface to the CMB.
In a secondtest, it has a 20% increaseof shearand bulk
quality coefficientQ. Even if not fully realistic, this is
typicaly of the size of some of Earth's short scale struc-

sider these effects.

tures.

Interaction terms are computed with a spectral method

Introduction

[Lognonn•• Roraanowicz,1990]. Seismograms
are
done as an aspherical normal modes summation , and

Tomographicmodels provide global maps of the Earth
can be expressed
for a step sourceat t - 0 as [Cl•v•d•
smooth3D elastic[e.g. Montagner•4 Tanimoto,1991, E4LognonnY,
1996]
Li •4 Romanowicz,1996] and anelastic[Romanowicz,
1995]structure. However,thesemodelscannotresolve
s(t)- • •e (ei•KtAK(t))
,
(1)

the mantle small scale lateral variations. This is par-

K

tially due to the insufficientcoverageof the global netwhere • is the spherical carrier frequency of the mulworks, but we can also considerthat the theories used
for'such inversionshave reachedtheir limit. Indeed, tiplet K and A•(t) is the modulationfunctionof the

most of the inversionsare donewith asymptotic(e.g.
Romanowicz,
[1987])or WJKB theories(e.g.Trompe
Dahlen,[1992])which are valid only whenthe scaleof
heterogeneities
are largewith respectto the wavelength.
Higher resolutionis then achievedwith higherfrequency
data. For surfacewavesthis howeverreducesthe signal

mode, defined as

•
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to noiseratio at below periodsof 30 secand complicates
the source model.

Also many inversionsdeal only with phase perturbations. The stationarity of the Fermat principle reduces
the impact of modelingand data errorsbut alsoreduces

...

the contributions of the Earth's small scale structure,
when consideredas a perturbation to the smooth 3D

Figure 1. Map showingthe slab'structure which extends from 140 E to 145 E in longitude,and from 10 N
to 45 N in latitude. The isotropic sourceis located at
the North Polein the first geometry,andtrianglesshow
Amplitudeinformationand a better modelingof the the positionof the receivers,coveringthe full meridians
142.5 E and 37.5 W, and a circleshowsthe positionof
the source.In the secondgeometry,the isotropicsource
Copyright1997by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
is located at 35 N of latitude and 115 W of longitude
and shownby a star, and squaresshowthe positionof
Papernumber97GL00948.
0094-8534/97/97GL-00948505.00
the receivers,coveringthe full 120 E meridian.

structure.It is well known for examplethat odd structure producesa secondordercouplingeffectfor eigenfrequencies,
but a first order effectfor amplitudes.
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Here k representsone of the singletsof K, and eyk,rk, s•
are the eigenfrequencyand the receiver and sourceamplitudes respectively. Practically, the modulation func-

tion AK(t) is first computedwith a 30 minutestime step
by using the amplitudes of the singlets at both source
and receiver. It is then re-sampled to the seismogram

samplingtime (here 10 sec)usingsplineinterpolations.
The singlet amplitudes for the source and all receivers
are tabulated, which allows the final seismogramscomputations to be done on a workstation.
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Slab test with a velocity perturbation
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A first test with the elastic shear and bulk perturbation was performed for the fundamental Rayleigh wave
up to 10 mHz. In this test, the coupling along the fun-

damentalbranchup to a couplingcoefficient
of e = 10-3

hour

lat= 10 ø N

was taken, correspondingto couplingof œ+ 12 closeto

i00 sec.FigureI showsthe receiversand sourcegeometry, all alongthe symmetrymeridianof the slab (142.5
E). The accuracywas howevernot sufficient:we found
that the R2 wave packets were perturbed by a "ghost"
structure at the slab antipode, resulting from the cou-

pling truncation. The extremecaseis the isolatedmul-

1 hour

tiplet approximation, where only the symmetric structure, i.e. two equal structures at the slab location and
its antipode, are modeled. For our slab model, the coupling strength coefficientsbetween multiplets decrease

slowly.Forœ- 90 for example,the strengthis 10-2 for
the œ+ I only and reaches10-4 for œ+ 25. Only for
smooth models, with red spectrum, doesthe truncation
of coupling terms have a limited effect as shown for

exampleby Um •4 Dahlen,[1991],but not for a model
with small scalestructures and a much whiter spectrum

(the slab'sspectrumhas cutoffsat s = 5 and s = 35).

Figure 2. Top (a): Residualbetweenthe seismogram
obtainedwith andwithoutthe slabfor a couplingup to

geometry.
Here
Indeed,a secondmodeling,doneup to e ----10-4, cor- e -- 10-4 andthe firstsource[receiver
and in Figures• •4 5, seismograms
were bandpassfilrespondingto coupling up to œ+ 24 strongly reduces tered with a cosine filter between 4-5 mHz and 8-9 mHz.

the signalfrom the ghoststructure. Figure[œa]shows Amplitudes are normalized to the maximum residual
the residual between the seismogramscomputed with
the slab structure, and those without. The comparison between the two type of seismograms,as well as

observed at the end of the slab and which reaches a

maximumof 35 % of the waveform(seeb). The resid-

uals expressboth the phaseand amplitudeperturbations. Bottom (b) showsthe amplitudeof the residual
computedin the Ellipslab (latitude 10N), is shownon Figure [2b]. Note with respectto a seismogram

the residual

for the receiver

that

R1 and R2 detect

neither

located

at the end of the

the slab structure

be-

tical model,recordedat the end of the slab (10 N of
latitude). The top trace showsthe elliptical and slab

fore passingthrough it. Note also the focalisation and tracessuperimposed,
the latter being smallerby 17 %.
de-focalisation of the residual, which is related to the
destructive interaction of the self-couplingpart and the
coupled part of the seismograms. As for 2-D studies
[Friederichet al., 1993],both the (first order)coupling ferencesof up to 0.5 sec between coupling with œ4- 10
and the higher orders have impact on the waveform by and œ4- 20 , and up to 0.15 sec between the latter and
reducing non-causal perturbations..
œ4- 30, so that this low time delay is probably not due
At the end of the slab structure, 8-9.5 mHz band fil- to insufficient coupling. This smaller shift is however
tered seismogramshave a time delay of about -5.5 sec, probablydue to the surfacewaveFresnelzone,(seee.g.
compared to the only elliptical Earth. This is much Yomogida,
[1992]),whichis implicitelymodelledby the
lessthan the time shift computed by ray theory, about modesummation(seee.g. Li •4 Romanowicz,
[1986],in
-10.5 sec. Tests with different coupling have shown dif- the caseof normal modessummationfor body waves).
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Figure 3. Comparisonof the Fresnelzone'stime shift
with the shift betweensyntheticswith and without slab.
Seismogramswere filtered in the band 8-9.5 by a cosine bandpassfilter, and the delay was found by crosscorrelation(symbol1,2,3 for couplingat œq- 10,20, 30
respectivelly).Up to 120 degreesthe shift is well explained by a cosineFresnelzone (bottom line). At
greater distancesthe shift is better approximatedby

i hour

Figure 4.

Same as for Figure œa, but for the sec-

ond source/pathgeometry.Strongnon causalresidual,
associatedto the insufficient coupling, appear before
the main arrival, but also at the position of the R2
wavepacket.

a boxcarFresnelzone(upperline).

More precisely,let us considera meridien path, where
both the source and receiver are located, and which is

taken as the origin of longitude. The limit of the Fresnel zone will correspondto the points on the sphere,

with latitude 0, and longitude•(0), for whichthe angular distancesA1 and /52 to the source and receiver
respectivelly are such that:

h1-•-h2---h -]-4'-•

(3)

short scale structure models, for which the spectrum
may not decreaseso sharply as for the s = 2- 8 angular orders. The coupling between about 10000 singlets
at œ = 90 need to be computed, which will make the
variational method very heavy. On the contrary,perturbation theory with spectral methods will be much
more efficient.

Slab test with a perturbation

in

attenuation

where A is the distancebetweensourceand receiver,A
We put now a Q-shear and Q-bulk perturbation of 20
the surfacewaves'swavelengthand a the Earth's radius. % in the slaband computefundamentalmodesynthetWe can then approximate the time delay as
ics up to 10 mHz, taking couplingup to/• + 24. The

At=At0/d0f(d

(4)

where d and L are the angular width and length of the
slabrespectively,At0 the high frequencydelaytime and
f a taper function. For the syntheticsof Figure 2, Figure 3 showsthe comparison between the observedtime

shift andthe time shift expressed
by relation(4) with a
cosineand boxcar function f. For a receiverin the slab,
about I sec of differenceremains, probably due to the
limits of our simple model of Fresnel zone. The fit is
much better

for a receiver outside:

the Fresnel zone is

low passfiltering the structure with a cutoff at s = 20 or
lessfor the receiversin the Southernhemisphere,which'
reduces the effect of truncation.

For the secondgeometryof Figure [1], couplingup to
• + 24 is still insufficientto fully model the transmitted

waveFigure[4]. A ghostsignalstill remainsbeforethe
R1 and R2 wave packetswith amplitudesof 10 to 20 %

Figure 5. Same as for Figure 2b, but with a slab hav-

ing a Q lateral variation of 20%. Both the seismogram
and its residualwith respectto a seismogramwithout
Our example practically showsthe importance of cou- slab are recordedat 10 N of latitude, at the end of the
pling terms in any computation with short scale struc- slab. The top trace showsthe elliptical and slab trace
ture, and especiallyfor future work aiming at resolving superimposed,the latter being smaller by 2.4 %.
of the main residual.
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of 1 sec[Liu et al., 1976]:
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